
When installing a starter or alternator it is crical that the vehicle has a fully charged baery. A low or 
“dead” baery will most likely cause a good alternator and starter to overheat resulng in premature 
failure.

Pu ng a baery charger on the vehicle for 10 or 20 minutes will not recharge a baery that is signifi-
cantly weak. In most cases it will take several hours, and in some cases, as many as 12 hours. On page 2  
is a formula to determine how long it will take a low baery to be fully charged.

Before we get into the formula, let’s take a look at a few fundamental facts about charge rates:

SlowSlow charge: It is best to charge the baery at low rates. These rates will vary somewhat depending on 
baery size and capacity. However, charge rates not exceeding 10 amps are considered slow charging. 
Slow charging of all baeries is highly recommended.

Fast charge: Rates above 20 amps are considered fast charging a baery and are generally not recom-
mended. Repeated fast charge rates may reduce baery service life. Fast charge rates can also cause 
the baery to “Gas” or give off hydrogen gas. Hydrogen is highly flammable and when mixed in proper 
proporon with oxygen in the air, can be very explosive. 

SoSo how long should you charge your baery? This will depend on the amount of voltage that is remain-
ing in your baery (state of charge) and the baeries reserve capacity (RC) or amp-hours (AH).

To Determine RC or AH:

Depending on the baery manufacturer either the RC or AH will be labeled on the baery. To determine 
how long to charge the baery we will need to know the AH rang. If your baery is rated in RC, simply 
mulply the RC by 0.6, this will equate to the approximate AH rang. For this text we will use a baery 
rated at 120 RC. Therefore: 120RC x 0.6 = 72AH.

To Determine State of Charge:To Determine State of Charge:

With the engine not running use a DC volt meter to measure the baery 
voltage. It is best to turn on the headlamp for 30 seconds before measuring 
to remove any surface charge. A baery that measures 12.2 volts has an 
approximate 50% state of charge. See Figure 1, on page 2, to determine 
other voltage readings to state of charge.
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